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Tempered expectations for small banks’ Q2 earnings
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Kevin Dobbs is a senior reporter and columnist for SNL Financial. The
views and opinions expressed in this piece represent those of the author
or his sources and not necessarily those of SNL.
Community banks continue to grapple with heavy regulation, low
interest rates, tepid loan demand and fierce competition. Against
that backdrop, expectations on the Street for second-quarter earnings are generally modest.
Given that smaller banks are typically far less diverse than their
larger brethren, they tend to rely heavily on interest income from
lending to boost their top lines. But, areas of strength such as oilrich Texas and major markets such as New York City and San Francisco aside, loan demand remains light and competition for prized
customers continues to be stiff, Matthew Schultheis, a Boenning &
Scattergood Inc. analyst, told SNL. And with rates low, lending is not
as profitable as most banks would like.
The analyst anticipates that some banks in colder climates will
report a bump in loan volume for the second quarter, thanks to

warmer weather that allowed car sales and other consumer activity
to build back up after being crippled by harsh winter conditions
early in the first quarter. Demand also has come back in some markets for commercial real estate loans, and many community banks
are trying to expand their commercial-and-industrial operations.
But, overall, Schultheis does not anticipate many big surges in
terms of loan growth. Mortgage activity has ranged from moderate to weak, he said, when compared to the more robust activity
of early 2013, when refinance activity was strong. The refi wave has
since dissipated.
Schultheis added that credit conditions continue a multiquarter
trend of improvement, but the boost to banks’ bottom lines from
lower credit costs is naturally showing signs of waning this year, as
lenders can bring down loan-loss reserves only so much for so long.
“I do think there is less of a benefit at this stage,” Schultheis said.
“So for a lot of community banks, the only real driver of revenue is
loan growth, and if they are not getting it, we’re going to have a very
unexciting earnings season.”

Median ROAA for US, public community banks and thrifts
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Q4'13
0.57
0.79
0.94

Median ROAA (%)
Q3'13
Q2'13
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0.82
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1.01
1.08

Q1'13
0.53
0.75
0.97

Q4'12
0.57
0.78
0.89

As of June 26, 2014.
Based on GAAP data.
Source: SNL Financial
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Median ROAA for US, public community banks and thrifts (%)
Less than $500 million in assets
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Between $500 million and $5 billion in assets

Between $5 billion and $10 billion in assets
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0.95
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0.35
0.25

As of June 26, 2014.
Based on GAAP data.
Source: SNL Financial
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